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new country incorporated into the world. Chile
Expo Sevilla ‘92 (CES ‘92) was envisioned as a
unique opportunity to show both the work of
local entrepreneurs and the country’s cultural
idiosyncrasy. The Chilean newspaper El
Mercurio voiced clear support for that
impressive display of the country’s nature and
technology, calling the pavilion and its iceberg “a
watershed in [Chilean] history”.3
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On August 29, 2013, the headline of the
Economics Section of Sevillian newspaper ABC
read,
“The
former
Chilean
Pavilion,
headquarters of Detea, empty and available”.1
The article announced that, due to the economic
crisis, the emblematic building that had housed
the Chilean stand at the 1992 Universal
Exposition of Seville had been abandoned by the
company that owned it. 2 The article was
illustrated by an image of the façade with an
enormous sign that read “Building available”.
(Fig. 1) Paradoxically, that now-abandoned
building had been the Chilean pavilion visited by
a million people in the hot summer of ‘92, when
a monumental installation that included a sixtyeight-ton iceberg brought over from Antarctica
had made it one of the Expo’s main attractions.
Designed by architects Germán del Sol (1949)
and José Cruz Ovalle (1948), the building was
part of an ambitious project to position Chile
internationally, a project that took shape in 1992,
two years after the country’s return to
democracy. After sixteen years of dictatorship
during which government-sponsored Chilean
participation in international cultural events was
practically
nonexistent,
the
democratic
authorities attempted to publicize the image of a

Though a public success, CES ‘92 occasioned
harsh criticism from environmentalists and
intellectuals, who pointed out the ecological
damage caused by the project and the way it
furthered the neoliberal policies enacted by
Pinochet by failing to make any mention of the
crimes of the dictatorship. The iceberg, then,
acted symbolically as a device to freeze political
memory for the benefit of global trade relations.

Fig. 1. Chilean Pavilion at Seville Expo ’92, Isla Cartuja,
Sevilla, photo taken in 2015. Source: Wikipedia.

In this text, I will examine some aspects of the
pavilion related to the visual arts, specifically to
the model on which the pavilion was based and
the context in which it took shape. I will analyze
a group of original ideas that visual artists and
designers proposed for CES ’92 but that were
never produced. My intention in this analysis is
to question the artistic status of the works in the
pavilion as opposed to the final outcome of the
exhibition. To that end, I will examine some of
the artistic facets of the vision that designer Juan
Guillermo Tejeda (artistic director of the
communications agency Crisis, which was
commissioned to provide contents for CES ’92)
developed for the event and the aborted projects
by Chilean artists Gonzalo Díaz, Juan Downey,
and Gonzalo Mezza.
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Materialities and Artistic Projects: The
Aborted Endeavors
The building that housed the Chilean pavilion
was located in Isla Cartuja, Seville. It
encompassed some seventeen hundred square
meters and was custom designed in wood and
copper (for the roof) –two raw materials native
to Chile. The curved and discontinuous walls of
the architectural structure suggested Chile’s
complex geography. (Fig. 2) Germán Del Sol,
one of the architects, explains:
The charm of these walls lies in the fact that
you can never see them in their entirety: the
space is constantly changing, since the gaze
rests on a curve that follows even beyond the
scope of vision.4

The building contained a pine dividing wall in
synthetic and sophisticated shapes in an attempt
to forge a dialogue with the environment and the
natural space. The idea of warmth and
endlessness contrasted with the building’s
interior, where an enormous aluminum and
glass structure sheltered the iceberg. The
installation also included an exhibition that, with
a flea market metaphor, saturated the harmony
of the original architecture. If the pavilion’s
architecture was envisioned as a projection of the
endlessness of natural resources like native wood
and copper, the iceberg on exhibit in its interior
symbolized the idea of an endless reserve of
water. The relationship between those two raw
materials removed from Chile’s territory,
crowned by a colossal monument to water in
solid state, represented the determination to
master and control natural resources. The three
main elements in the pavilion made reference to
the country’s geographic diversity with copper in
the northern region, wood in the centralsouthern region, and ice in the southern region;
the building’s curves attempted to suggest that
multiplicity.
It is essential to point out that Chile has always
had a tense relationship to its natural territory.
Thanks to the country’s long and narrow shape
and geographic characteristics, as well as its
climatic diversity (desert, Mediterranean, and
rainy climates), Chile has had access to a wide
range of natural products; it also has profoundly
isolated areas. The population has had to live
with major natural disasters (it is one of the
countries most vulnerable to earthquakes
anywhere in the world). As a result, any reference

to the natural landscape in the Chilean imaginary
is rife with conflict. Chilean curator Eduardo San
Martín states:
I remember that at the first meeting with
Fernando Léniz and Augusto Aninat, I
proposed that the pavilion, if we constructed it,
be made of wood for two reasons: first, because
in Spain there is absolutely no tradition of the
use of wood in architecture; second, because
Chile had already shown an ability to
incorporate new technologies (in the treatment
of wood). The exposition would allow us to
export the country’s prowess in work with a
little-known material.5

While Cruz and Del Sol’s curved wooden pavilion
may have provided a sophisticated way to
address
the
country’s
uncertain
and
unpredictable geographic conditions, the
political decision to make the pavilion’s design
into a marketing tool to attract investments
meant that the project was reduced to a
technocratic strategy.

Fig. 2. Chilean Pavilion building (Expo Sevilla 92), Isla
Cartuja, Sevilla. 1700 mt2 made by pine wood covered with
sheets of copper. Architets Germán del Sol and José Cruz
Ovalle, Spain, April 20 – October 12, 1992.

For the contents, the Patricio Aylwin
administration held a public tender that was
awarded to Crisis communications agency. After
assessing a number of options, it decided to use
the image of a real iceberg as the cornerstone of
the show. (Fig. 3) The one to come up with that
idea was visual artist and designer Juan
Guillermo Tejeda (1947), known in Chile for the
graphic design of Artefactos, the book-object put
out by poet Nicanor Parra in 1972. As Tejeda
himself tells it, the origin of the image of the
iceberg lies in a simple sketch:
I typed the proposal out on my Olympia
typewriter and I illustrated it with a few
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drawings. One of them, showing a tiny boat
carrying an iceberg to Seville, came out really
nice. Anyway, everyone liked it. We presented
the project and we were among the five
finalists before eventually winning the
commission.6

Fig. 3. Structure of cooling for the iceberg at the Chilean
Pavilion. Juan Castillo (artist/scenographer), Cristian
Grohnert and Eduardo de la Fuente (specialist engineers).
Photo of the official catalogue El Pabellón de Chile:
Huracanes y Maravillas en una Exposición Universal.
Santiago: La máquina de arte, 1992.

The iconography of that image resembles in
some ways William Turner’s classic romantic
painting The Fighting Temeraire (1839), where
a small boat tugs an enormous white galleon like
a heavy block of obsolete technology. The idealist
relationship that Tejeda formulated addressed
the great technical challenge of carrying a piece
of virgin nature through the sea. That initial
drawing was clearly bound to an idealization of
progress in a politically and geographically
isolated country. The small boat tugging a block
of ghostly white ice can also be read as a
metaphor for the transition to democracy: a
relatively small country with enough human,
natural, and technological resources to carry out
a task that might seem beyond it. Tejeda’s
conception of the pavilion was also informed by
his experience living in Barcelona, where he
came into contact with the work of French artist
and art dealer Jean Pierre Guillemot and his
“Supermerc’art” project. Guillemot’s idea was to
sell artworks at low cost according to the logic of
a supermarket (shelves, self-service, cash
registers). Tejeda, who had taken that initiative

to Chile with a degree of success,7 added to
Guillemot’s original conception the idea of the
feria persa, as flea markets are called in Chile,
where –he believed– it would be possible to
combine the dynamics of outdoor markets and
the mass-scale of supermarkets. He and his
coworkers at the agency came up with the idea of
“the market of merits,” which consisted of
handing out to the pavilion’s visitors free of
charge a range of boxes decorated with Chilean
motifs (marraqueta bread, the image of Pablo
Neruda, typical snack bars, etc.).
The
result,
not
surprisingly,
irritated
intellectuals. Neither the market of merits nor
the image of the iceberg made any significant
mention of the recent past, which raised
suspicions that what was at stake was a strategy
of political whitewashing in order to establish
global trade relations. Theorist Nelly Richard
was perhaps one of the staunchest opponents of
the project, which she called “the first great
facelift of the transition to democracy with its
commercial
graphics
and
advertising
technologies”.8 The international press and
environmentalist groups later picked up on
much of that criticism. An article in The New
York Times, for instance, called the exhibition
“Chile’s Chilly Idea,” and argued that the media
operation inadvertently evoked Gabriel García
Márquez’s ice machine; environmentalists called
the work a national disgrace.9 Based on the ironic
comparison, Richard criticized the iceberg’s
aseptic image: in their effort to establish an
image-country, the organizers of the exhibition
eschewed any notion of periphery, poverty, or
marginality. Art historian Guillermo Machuca
agrees:
All of this required a titanic, monumental,
colossal effort—something akin to the arbitrary
and magical stories found in Gabriel García
Márquez’s writing. The Chilean organizers of
the project were, of course, wholly incapable of
grasping the relationship between the project
in Seville and the “exotic” narrative tradition
that the imported term “magic realism”
defines, a tradition initiated and consummated
by the creator of Macondo but that should be
expanded to encompass the pioneering work of
Alejo Carpentier as well as Lezama Lima.10

Tejeda waited ten years to respond to his critics.
In his book La Fabrica, he argues that, while his
original ideas for the project had been largely
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accepted by his peers, economic pressure exerted
by private companies “altered” the final result.
The companies did not want to display their
products alongside the daily “reality” of common
Chilean citizens.11 On the contrary, what they
wanted were advertising strategies based on
concepts like sophistication and exclusivity.
Tejeda’s idea of “getting rid of Pinochet’s stinky
image as symbol of Chile and replacing it with my
people, my city, a cup of tea and a piece of bread
with avocado, a lady hosing her yard”12 was
understood by the private sector as a way to work
around clear political stances, but not as a means
of visual or artistic experimentation. That
political indeterminacy, along with a striking
display of goods and technologies, is what
brought to an end the patience of the
intelligentsia during those complicated years of
democratic transition.
Beyond that well-known polemic, many artistic
elements conceived for CES ‘92 have,
symptomatically, been left out of the study of art
in Chile due to the conceptual matrix entrenched
in the academy. Time and again, the Chilean
academy
has
reexamined
the
Chilean
participation in Expo Seville ‘92 on the basis of
the same critical corpus.13 Regardless of how
fundamental those reflections may be, local art
historians have geared their efforts solely to
producing critical assessments based on certain
texts without examining the archives –in this
case, articles in the press, interviews, and
catalogues important to contextualizing the
various facets at play. It is for that reason that I
will now attempt to analyze, on the basis of
previously unstudied documents and accounts,
certain events that, in my view, are important to
understanding the intersecting artistic concerns
that, with varying degrees of success, played out
around the exhibition.
Also symptomatic of all of the above is the scant
mention of “The Pavilion of the Arts”, a space
specifically for the visual arts on the premises of
CES ’92 that contained an exhibition of paintings
and sculptures by Chilean artists. Sculptor
Gaspar Galaz, who curated the show, included
major figures in contemporary art like José
Balmes, Samy Banmayor, Bororo, Arturo Duclos,
and Carlos Altamirano. Painter Enrique
Zamudio produced a series of mixed-media
works entitled La bienvenida de los notables
[The Dignitaries’ Welcome] in which Chilean
national heroes and major cultural figures

welcomed visitors. Outside the pavilion, artist
Osvaldo Peña installed the three-meter-tall
realist sculpture Hierba y viento [Grass and
Wind]. In his book El traje del emperador: Arte
y recepción pública en Chile de las cuatro
últimas décadas, Machuca argues that, despite
the prestige of their creators, the works were
totally eclipsed by the iceberg: “The Pavilion of
the Arts” and its curatorial vision were
symbolically subordinate to the iceberg
installation.14

Fig. 4. Arnold Böcklin, Isle of the Dead, 1883, oil on canvas,
80 x 150 cm, Collection Nationalgalerie der Staatlichen
Museen zu Berlin, Berlin.

Critical studies of the pavilion have
underestimated the importance of the
alternative projects conceived for CES ’92 but
aborted before production. Gonzalo Díaz (1947),
winner of the Premio Nacional de Arte in 2003,
for instance, had planned the first installation
project based, conceptually, on the iceberg. At
the invitation of Tejeda, artistic director of Crisis,
Díaz was asked to come up with an original idea
for the pavilion. He proposed a model for a
monumental construction with ice walls. Díaz
had drawn inspiration from Swiss symbolist
painter Arnold Böcklin (1827-1901), specifically
his well-known work Isle of the Dead, (Fig. 4)
where enormous pale rocks form an uncanny and
somber shape on an island that is being slowly
approached by a small boat. For that project,
Díaz took part in the Janequeo’s first voyage to
Antarctica. Díaz’s interest in Böcklin’s work
stands in stark contrast to how he describes his
experience as part of the crew on that voyage. “I
spent two weeks traveling in, among other
places, the stormy Drake Passage; it was one of
the most terrifying experiences I’ve ever had”.15
Two weeks in, Díaz aborted the mission and
returned to Chile in a helicopter. It was not until
he was back in Santiago that he realized he had
only managed to get small pieces of ice that were
of little use for its initial idea. Though he did do
some experiments with ice in a cold storage in
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Pudahuel commune, he gradually became
disillusioned. In the cold storage, he used a
chainsaw to cut off pieces of ice that he then stuck
to what was, in his words, “an exploratory initial
work”.16 He was not taken by the results,
however. Later, in a meeting with Fernando
Leniz, the pavilion’s curator and the economics
minister under Augusto Pinochet, Díaz laid out
some financial conditions for the production of
his work. The meeting did not turn out well and
Díaz decided to give up the project for good. The
artist admits that, after that incident, he did not
follow the controversies around CES ‘92 or the
final version of the pavilion, though he does
reject resoundingly the notion of the “theater of
ice” formulated by Juan Carlos Castillo in the
exhibition catalogue. After that episode, set
designer and artist Juan Carlos Castillo, who had
worked with Díaz in his early experiments with
ice, took over the task of planning a new device
to exhibit the iceberg –the glass and aluminum
capsule that was eventually used.
Another interesting and frustrated project for
CES ‘92 was the one by eminent video artist Juan
Downey (1940-1993), who also presented a work
designed specifically for the occasion. In
November 1990, Leniz contacted Downey to
request a proposal for CES ‘92 and, in January
1991, Downey traveled to Santiago to present his
ideas. For his installation design, Downey used
the building’s existing architecture, shaping a
series of video walls for the pavilion’s curves,
diagonals, and zigzags, walls made of a large
number of monitors on which to show works of
video art. For the presentation, Downey
prepared drawings and models of the overall
proposal and of each of its units. His innovative
idea is described in the catalogue With Energy
Beyond these.17 Downey’s proposal was deeply
enmeshed in the architecture; its radical
conceptualization of the space was likely
informed by his studies in architecture. By
integrating his video walls into the building,
Downey aimed to diversify by multiple channels
a series of works of video art composed on
sculptural blocks that would expand viewers’
perception exponentially thanks to myriad
audiovisual units –as opposed to the single
unmoving object of the iceberg. Unfortunately,
this project, like Gonzalo Díaz’s, was never
produced, ostensibly for financial reasons.
A third project, one equally neglected in accounts
of the event, was envisioned by Gonzalo Mezza

(1949), a Chilean artist recognized for his work in
video and computer art. He proposed a
performance and an installation with the iceberg.
In 1992, when he learned of the plan to take an
iceberg to CES ‘92, Mezza accused the project of
being an advertising simulacrum of art. In his
view, the artistic power of the iceberg installation
was lost in the absence of an authorial
conception. Mezza’s condemnation of the project
was partly due to the fact that he was not
mentioned as the pioneer of ice installations in
Chile. On March 29, 1992 (months before the
opening of the pavilion), Gonzalo Mezza, along
with art critic Justo Pastor Mellado, published a
text on the cover of the Arts and Letters
supplement to El Mercurio newspaper entitled
“Una propuesta artística para el iceberg.” In it,
they explained the need to tie the iceberg project
to the work of an artist who had, in fact, been
working with ice for decades. At around the same
time, Mezza and Mellado also published an
offprint for Diseño magazine entitled “Hielos +
Deshielos en el arte chileno proyectos +
Instalaciones”, where they made the same point.
In “Historias de hielo,” Mellado writes:
This is where the question of authorship comes
into play. The Seville Project is a production
of the cultural industry where the notion of
authorship gets lost in the institutionality of
the communications firm behind it; it is
embedded in a certain State policy. That means
that there is an interpretative hegemony that
determines the limits of its immediate
recognition by virtue of the validation of a
policy geared to repositioning the Chilean
economy on the world stage. I think it is
indispensable that the productive rationality of
the art system make itself felt in a debate
determined
by
industrial
productive
rationality. The politics of the author, in
art, attempts to question the basis of the
interpretative
hegemony
of
industrial
producers. And that means, it would seem,
exhibiting the precedents for the relationship
that Chilean artists have had with ice [...] One
Chilean artist, Gonzalo Mezza, has been
fascinated with ice for decades. He anticipated,
in a way, a rhetoric of freezing that resists
deriving satisfaction from the facile reduction
of the Chilean character to a question of
coldness, a vision bound to an old myth present
in political literatures written before the birth
of the social sciences, by which the character of
a people is attributed to the planetary
distribution of climates.18
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Mellado’s formulation set off a debate on the
artistic dimension of the iceberg installation. The
failure to recognize Mezza’s work meant a failure
to recognize the artistic status of the visual
representations in the pavilion. The debate
around the iceberg, then, can be read as a pull
between two forces: the cultural industry and the
artistic circuit. As a way to reinforce his position,
Mezza held an exhibition based on the concept of
the iceberg at the Museo de Arte Contemporáneo
in 1992. (Figs. 5-6) Entitled “Proyecto deshielo
en Sevilla + Polo Sur”, the show featured a neon
sculpture of a star representing the CES ’92 logo
designed by Tejeda on a platform alongside a
black stain on the floor; eight electronic drawings
of the iceberg’s stops at different ports as it made
its way from Chile to Seville; and the supplement
to El Mercurio newspaper as archival document
mounted on the wall.

Fig, 6. “Proyecto deshielo en Sevilla + Polo Sur” exhibition
of Gonzalo Mezza. Museo de Arte Contemporáneo (MAC),
Santiago, 1992. Courtesy of the artist.

Fig. 5. “Proyecto deshielo en Sevilla + Polo Sur” exhibition
of Gonzalo Mezza. Museo de Arte Contemporáneo (MAC),
Santiago, 1992. Courtesy of the artist.

The electronic drawings, which re-created
different stages in the process of shipping the
iceberg, were bound to Mezza’s conception of the
extraction, transport, exhibition, and return of
the ice to Antarctica. In other words, the
drawings acted as a visual map of how the
project, had it been given over to his artistic
supervision, would have turned out. “Proyecto
deshielo en Sevilla + Polo Sur” was, then, an
artistic contestation of the political decision to
select of a communications agency, rather than
an artist, as Mellado mentioned, with decades of
experience working with ice as material, to
supervise the installation.19

By way of conclusion, I would like to suggest that
together these three frustrated art projects
constitute a body of visual construction that
would challenge conventional visual models
deployed for the conception and representation
of an image-country in fairs of this sort. While
their works never made it beyond the project
phase, artists were consulted in modeling the
pavilion. Notwithstanding, due to technocratic
factors, the pavilion ultimately operated solely
according to the criteria of the advertising
industry and of the marketing image. These three
projects were, in the end, artistic opportunities
missed for the sake of creating an image-country
that privileged effectism and commercial impact.
As other theorists have explained, this acted not
only as a strategy to erase memory but also as a
way to abandon visual art, that is, to deny its
ability to act as agent of change and cultural
outreach. It is an odd coincidence that, in 2013,
that pavilion building endured similar
abandonment.
Translated by Jane Brodie
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